Neuromedin N: high affinity interaction with brain neurotensin receptors and rapid inactivation by brain synaptic peptidases.
Neuromedin N (NN) is a novel neurotensin (NT)-like hexapeptide recently isolated from porcine spinal cord. NN competitively inhibited the binding of monoiodinated [Trp11]NT to rat brain synaptic membranes with a 19-fold lower potency than NT. In the presence of 1 mM 1,10-phenanthroline or 10 microM bestatin, the potency of NN relative to NT was increased about 5-fold. NN was readily degraded by rat brain synaptic membranes, and NN-(2-6) was the major degradation product. NN-(2-6) did not bind to NT receptors at concentrations up to 1 microM whether or not peptidase inhibitors were present in the binding assay. The rate of degradation by synaptic membranes was nearly 2.5 times higher for NN than for NT. NN degradation by membranes was totally prevented by 1,10-phenanthroline and markedly inhibited by bestatin. The presence of NN in the central nervous system, its high potency to interact with brain NT receptors and its rapid inactivation by brain synaptic peptidases make it a potential neurotransmitter candidate acting at the NT receptor.